
as the time for flight approaches

mark so

What say we get down to business, tree
That you are, knowing nothing like you
As somber and reserved, as the time for flight approaches

[...]

    Your own image refracts
Again and again greeting you at embarrassed moments in the silent
History: how we were all going to be lovers
When a climatic change occurred. Years later
We again met at that solemn place of  confluence,
Now worn, a seeming nub

[...]

This is the place we set out for
From this place

[...]

          winds are again restless,
Posting one to this night's relay, rendezvous
With the ghost of  a shipwreck
Whose long hair is drowning

     – John Ashbery, “Too Happy, Happy Tree”

3 sustaining tones; 3 consecutive seven-minute playing periods [total duration: 21']

all tones fade in together on an agreed-upon unison (any middle-high pitch)

one tone continues to sustain the starting pitch; one tone plays a very gradual ascending glissando; one tone plays a very gradual descending glissando

the tone maintaining the starting pitch plays continuously throughout the first playing period and into the second
fading in to a soft level (pp) by the middle of  the first period, then very gradually fading away

completely disappearing before the start of  the third period

the tones playing glissandi start playing simultaneously at the beginning of  each period (0'00”, 7'00”, 14'00”)
then each independently playing at least halfway, but not more than 6', into each period

each glissando picks up a little farther along in each successive period, almost as though each were continuing silently across the breaks
in each period, each glissando fading in gradually to a very soft level (ppp), then gradually fading away

forming a long, generally symmetrical swell each time

open and in the midst of  things; perhaps outdoors
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